
 Lesson Plan 
Micro Lesson Video Link: https://youtu.be/tosQiBlb7SM  

 
 

Business/Materials 
 

Lesson Objectives 
 
Adults 18+ 
Intermediate 
 
• “My Fair Lady Pronunciation” 

video clip (4:47), 
https://youtu.be/MJr9SSJKkII 

• “I love Lucy English 
Pronunciation” video clip 
(2:19), 
https://youtu.be/uZV40f0cXF4 

• “ough” modelling 
• “ough” Pronunciation Chart by 

Debbie Hepplewhite, 
https://phonicsinternational.com
/espo/unit11_pdfs/1191964022-
11-21851.pdf  

• “Why does the ending -ough 
have six pronunciations? ” The 
Long Answer by sumelic, 
https://english.stackexchange.co
m/questions/31991/why-does-
the-ending-ough-have-six-
pronunciations  

• “The Speaking Test, Unit 1”, 
IELTS Preparation and Practice 
Listening and Speaking, Third 
Edition, Oxford University 
Press.  

• Phonemic Chart by Underhill 
• “Worksheet 2 - Spelling-to-

Sound” Longman Pronunciation 
Dictionary 

 
 

 
 

• Learners will identify the different areas of 
pronunciation examined in an IELTS exam 
(sounds, word and sentence stress, intonation 
and rhythm). 

• Learners will be able to understand the 
importance of pronunciation, by practicing, 
identifying, and producing sounds (phonemes).  

 

 
Warm-up and Objective Discussion 

 
Watch both video clips, and then discuss the importance of accent in English. Tell learners the 
different areas examined in an IELTS Speaking test (vocabulary, grammatical structures, 
pronunciation, fluency and cohesion) and focus on the Pronunciation part. (Read from 
textbook page 72) 

  Basic    Intermediate     Advanced 

https://youtu.be/tosQiBlb7SM
https://youtu.be/MJr9SSJKkII
https://youtu.be/uZV40f0cXF4
https://phonicsinternational.com/espo/unit11_pdfs/1191964022-11-21851.pdf
https://phonicsinternational.com/espo/unit11_pdfs/1191964022-11-21851.pdf
https://phonicsinternational.com/espo/unit11_pdfs/1191964022-11-21851.pdf
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/31991/why-does-the-ending-ough-have-six-pronunciations
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/31991/why-does-the-ending-ough-have-six-pronunciations
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/31991/why-does-the-ending-ough-have-six-pronunciations
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/31991/why-does-the-ending-ough-have-six-pronunciations


 
 
 

Instruct and Model 
 
   R 

 
   W 

 
   L  

 
   S 

 
Read page 73 from textbook.  
Model pronunciation from “ough 1” file. Read “Why does the ending -ough have six 
pronunciations? ” The Long Answer by sumelic, 
 

Guided Practice 
 
   R 

 
   W 

 
   L  

 
   S 

 
Ask students to visit the Perception of Spoken English (POSE) Test at http://posetest.com in 
order to check their understanding of sounds.  
(Make sure you save or print each student’s results for future reference, and individual 
practice and guidance.) 
 
 
 

Independent Practice 
 
   R 

 
   W 

 
   L  

 
   S 

 
Give learners “ough” Pronunciation Chart by Debbie Hepplewhite, p. 2 (British accent) or p. 3 
(North American accent) *Choose between /or/ (ɔː) in British and /aw/ in North American 
English, depending on audience’s interest. (You may want to use the phonemic transcription 
of Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 9th edition, Oxford University Press, 2015) 
Ask them to read, pronounce the words, and practice the sounds. Ask learners to provide a 
peer-review to their partners.  
 
 

Assessment 
 
   R 

 
   W 

 
   L  

 
   S 

 
Give students Phonemic Chart by Underhill, and ask them to complete “Worksheet 2 - 
Spelling-to-Sound” from Longman Pronunciation Dictionary.  
 

 

http://posetest.com/


 

ough 
 

/ou/ (/aʊ/) /or/ (/ɔː/) 
bough bought 

/u/ (/ə/) /oo/ (/uː/) 
borough through 

/oa/ (əʊ/) /o/ + /f/ (/ʌ/) 
though tough 

/u/ + /f/ (/ɒf/) /u/ + /p/ (/ʌp/) 
cough hiccough  

(hiccup) 
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_English Language & Usage Stack
Exchange is a question and answer site
for linguists, etymologists, and serious
English language enthusiasts. Join
them; it only takes a minute: 

Sign up

Here's how it works:

  
Anybody can ask

a question
Anybody can

answer
The best answers are voted

up and rise to the top

Why does the ending -ough have six pronunciations?

There are  and  (and "hiccough", if you're not from the U.S.); each of which has a different pronunciation
for the ending "-ough". Why is this?

cough, tough, bough, through, though

Edit for clarification: I'm trying to figure out why  is spelled with an "-ough", if it's pronounced with an "-off". And then 
pronounced "tuff". Why is that not spelled "tuff"?  and  should be spelled "bow", "thrue" (or "thru"), and "thoe". Where
did "-ough" come from? And then  Since that derives from  it should be pronounced "hickoff", but it isn't.

cough tough,
Bough, through, though

hiccough. cough,

 pronunciation pronunciation-vs-spelling

edited Mar 29 at 18:52

sumelic
31.3k 5 84 156

asked Jun 28 '11 at 23:44

Daniel
45.1k 54 208 339

2   –  
 

There are actually (at least) six: Though the tough cough and hiccough plough him through... MT_Head Jun 28 '11
at 23:47

7   –  Why should these be consistent (as opposed to the rest of English spelling)? GEdgar Jun 28 '11 at 23:52

3  

 –  

According to , there are at least six pronunciations in North American English and ten in British English.
This same article says that almost every combination originally had the same pronunciation, but then the words
evolved. Bet one of our linguists will have a good story about this one.

Wikipedia

Kit Z. Fox ♦ Jun 29 '11 at 0:33

1   –  Related: english.stackexchange.com/questions/5254/… Theta30 Jul 3 '11 at 1:38

2  
 –  

@mikhailcazi: I believe 'hiccough'  originally a hypercorrection for 'hiccup', but if enough people use, spell, or
pronounce a word wrongly, the use, spelling or pronunciation changes.

was
TimLymington Aug 15 '13 at 17:55

3 Answers

: English spelling does not display a one-to-one correspondence with
pronunciation, and certainly not with modern pronunciation. You shouldn't expect it to.
Short answer

: These words are spelled with the same letter combination but pronounced
with different sounds due to a combination of different etymologies, and different sound
changes. Some of them started out with different pronunciations and stayed different; some of
them started out with the same pronunciations and diverged over time.

Medium answer

: Some words have spellings in modern English that never corresponded to their
pronunciations and were only established by  with other words with a similar
meaning. This seems to be the case for the following two words spelled with "ough":

Long answer
analogy

: the word is not actually derived from  But people started spelling it with 
 because they thought it seemed similar to . The more regular spelling with "up"

is still commonly used.

hiccough cough. -
ough cough

, which comes from Dutch ; I have no idea why it changed pronunciation
and spelling.
furlough verlof

There are many other words that exhibit this phenomenon:  (never pronounced with an
s),  (with extraneous ; it comes from the root  as in  but was mistakenly
thought to come from the root  as in ),  (never pronounced with ; it was
apparently respelled by analogy with words like ),  (never pronounced
with ).

island
scissors s cis- incision

sciss- scission foreign g
sovereign ptarmigan

p

However, most words spelled with  did originally have a corresponding consonant sound in
this position: a velar fricative /x/ (which can still be seen in related words in some other
Germanic languages, as  shows). The spelling  was one of the usual ways
of representing this sound in Middle English. The words are pronounced differently now
because they underwent . In all languages, words change in pronunciation
over time. In some words, the sound /x/ changed to /f/ (see this question to learn why: 

), while in others it was dropped, but caused the previous
vowel to become a diphthong. The sound change turning /x/ to /f/ only applied sporadically,

gh

Roger Mue's answer gh

sound changes
Why

did /x/ change to /f/ in English?

https://english.stackexchange.com/users/signup?ssrc=hero&returnurl=https%3a%2f%2fenglish.stackexchange.com%2fquestions%2f31991%2fwhy-does-the-ending-ough-have-six-pronunciations
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/31991/why-does-the-ending-ough-have-six-pronunciations
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/tagged/pronunciation
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/tagged/pronunciation-vs-spelling
https://english.stackexchange.com/posts/31991/revisions
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/77227/sumelic
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/10041/daniel
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/8656/mt-head
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/9368/gedgar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ough_%28orthography%29
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/8360/kit-z-fox
http://english.stackexchange.com/questions/5254/most-pronunciations-for-one-english-letter-sequence
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/5249/theta30
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/8019/timlymington
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/63507/rogermue
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/185773
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so the sounds in some words shifted one way while in others they shifted a different way. The
vowels also changed in various ways, sometimes irregularly.

To try to see if there were any regular patterns, I divided the words into several "classes" based
on how they are pronounced.

Example words for different pronunciations of "ough"

I'll use the abbreviation "OE" to stand for "Old English" and "ME" to stand for Middle English.
Be aware that the historical forms I list are not comprehensive. The forms are taken from the
Oxford English Dictionary (OED), New Oxford American Dictionary, and Wiktionary. The
words on the left have an arrow < pointing to them to show that they descend from the words
on the right. Words preceded by an asterisk are hypothetical/reconstructed rather than
attested forms.

1. ough = /ɔː/ "aw" sound as in :jaw

thought < OE þōht

sought < OE sōhte

bought < OE bohte

nought < OE nowuht

wrought < OE wroht

ought < OE āhtan

fought < OE feaht/fuhte/fohten

daughter (variants ) < OE dohtor  

 (I know "daughter" isn't even spelled with  today, but it
has a similar history and the same pronunciation.) It's unclear to me why the
pronunciation developed this way in these words, but it seems quite regular. The one
exception I've been able to find,  can be explained if we look at the history: it
comes from Old English  which, unlike all of the other  words, had the
long "ū" vowel. The long "ū" sound of Old English came to be spelled "ou/ow" in the
Middle English period by historical accident; this caused it to be spelled the same way
as some other unrelated sounds, such as the "ow" sound in words like  (More on
that here: ).

dofter, dafter

Very nearly, "ough" is pronounced /ɔː/ in all words and only words
spelled with "ought". ough

drought,
drūgað, ought

crow.
Why does “ow” have two different sounds?

2.  = /aʊ/ "ow" sound as in :ough cow

bough < OE bōg/bōh

plough/plow < OE *plōg/plōh

enow < OE genōg/genōh

slough (n) < OE slōg/slōh (—also has /uː/)

sough (v/n) < OE swōgan (v), ME *swōh, swōȝ (n) (—also has /ʌf/, maybe had /ɒf/)  

 Normally, this
developed to an "oo" sound (as in ), but it seems to have followed a different
path in these words. It seems that it joined with long "ū" in Middle English, and then
developed to the diphthong that is currently present (Eilert Ekwall, ed. 1907, 

). (One possible exception is  which is
often pronounced as / ) 

I think we could compare this to the development of some Old English /e/ or /ea/
followed by /g/ or /x/ to late Middle English long "ī," as in the words "eye" < OE 
and "die." (And interestingly, this change also seems to have been sporadic: compare
the pronunciations of "eight" and "height.")  

Another possibly significant fact is that all of the above words had variants with 
instead of  in inflected forms, such as the plurals; and in fact the now-archaic 
was used as the plural form of  I found that several authors say for this reason
that these forms actually derive from Old English forms with  rather than with [x]
(Wyld 1907). Old English single /g/ was vocalized between vowels, so if the etymology
from these forms is accurate, the overall development would have been something like
[oːg] (Old English) > [oːw] > [uː] > [aʊ]. This is distinct however from what seems to
be the usual development of Old English [oːw] (as in "flōwan" > modern "flow," with
[oʊ] not [aʊ]).

The words listed above all had long "ō" in Old English.
goose

Dr John
Jones's Practical Phonography (1701) slough,

sloo slew.

ēage

g
h enow

enough.
g

drought; discussed in the explanation of the "ought" words above, in 1.

3.  = /oʊ/ "oe" sound as in :ough toe

thorough < ME  among other forms < OE þurhþorwe

borough < ME  among other forms < OE burg/burh  

The significant fact here is that 
 I would guess these developed

similarly to words like  (from ME  among other forms < OE furh), 
(from OE earh/arwe), and  (from OE spearwa). That is, the final  or  was
replaced with the semivowel , which subsequently developed into an  sound.
For some speakers, the current pronunciation has developed further to a schwa sound
/ə/.

burwe

"ough" is in an unstressed syllable in both of
these words where it is pronounced as /oʊ/.

furrow forwe arrow
sparrow h g

w oaw

https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/6588/why-does-ow-have-two-different-sounds
https://books.google.com/books?id=YBg7AQAAIAAJ&pg=PR175&lpg=PR175&dq=bough%20plough%20historical%20sound%20change%20vowel&source=bl&ots=TWjZWoFho0&sig=84YiP17Kp5qcafLKF2pN_3PpoTo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiw1KeNoPvKAhXmuoMKHQMjB68Q6AEIRzAJ#v=onepage&q=bough%20plough%20historical%20sound%20change%20vowel&f=false
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dough < OE dāh  

This word had long "ā" in Old English. Normally, this developed to an "o/oa/oe"
sound in Modern English (as in  or ) and this seems to have occurred
here as well, as least for the standard pronunciation. One dialectal pronunciation is
discussed further down.

cold, stone toe

though < Old Norse *þōh  

This is another word that shows several phonetic variants in different dialects, which
perhaps is to be expected as it seems to have a complicated etymology. The Oxford
English Dictionary gives the following explanation: 

Old Norse  (intermediate to  and ), [was] shortened in Ormin to 
with subseq. stress-lengthening to  The Norse form gradually
gained over [the Old English forms], which disappeared from literature before
1500. [Other] forms show the same development of  <  /x/, as in 

;  was occasional in literature as late as 1750, and is still prevalent
in many varieties from Yorkshire and Lancashire to Hampshire and Devon: see
Wright  In Scotl. and north of Engl.  is pronounced /θɔː/;
the Hampshire and West Somerset  also is /θɔf/, not /ðɔf/.

*þóh þauh þó þŏhh,
þōuȝ, though, thō.

f ȝ, gh laugh,
cough, tough thof

Eng. Dial. Gram. though
thof

4.  = /ɒf/ "off" sound:ough

cough < OE *cohhian

trough < OE trog/troh  

These two words have the normal “short o” vowel. This makes sense because they
both had a short "o" in old English, although it was pronounced differently from how
it is now (it was literally a shorter version of the long ō sound). However, there are not
enough  words with this pronunciation in Modern English to say if the
development was "regular" or not. They also show the change of [x] > /f/.

ough

sough (n) < OE swōgan (v), ME *swōh, swōȝ (n) (obsolete variant pronunciation): the
OED entry for the noun  says "The pronunciation /sɒf/ is given by Smart (1836)
and Ogilvie (1850)." But it is usually pronounced with /aʊ/ or /ʌf/. This word is
ultimately from Old English  with a long vowel, so the development to /sɒf/
could indicate the activity of some kind of shortening sound change in this context.
However, the pronunciation might have been altered by analogy rather than by a
sound change.

sough

swōgan,

5.  = /ʌf/ "uff" sound:ough

duff (variant pronunciation listed by the OED for "dough") < OE dāh

enough < OE genōg/genōh

tough < OE tōh

rough < OE rūh

sough (v/n) < OE swōgan (v), ME *swōh, swōȝ (n) (—also has /aʊ/, maybe had /ɒf/)

slough (v) (uncertain origin)

chough (precise ancestor of this phonetic form unclear)  

This set appears to be the most heterogeneous. They all show the shift of the
consonant [x] to /f/. In addition, it appears that the vowels in these words underwent
two processes before this consonant: shortening and a change of vowel quality
(perhaps not in that order).  and  all have alternative
pronunciations descended from the same origin, which seems to indicate that there is
no definite way to tell from a word's etymology that it will be pronounced with "uff."

Duff, enough sough

6.  = /uː/ "oo" sound:ough

through < OE þurh

slough (n) (some varieties)  

According to the OED, the vowel sound used for  in  is the result of re-
stressing a vowel that had become unstressed (the word originated as an unstressed
version of ). There are other examples of this sort of thing in English: the re-
stressed "ay" /eɪ/ is used as a strong form of the indefinite article "a," which
originated as an unstressed version of the numeral "one"; the re-stressed "ov" /ɒv/ (in
British Englis) or "uv" /ʌv/ (in American English) is used as the strong form of the
preposition , which originated as an unstressed version of the preposition 
"Slough" with /uː/ is weird and I don't know how to explain it. It might be due to
dialectal variation.

ough through

thorough

of off.

There is also some variation between these pronunciations for several words.
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edited Aug 23 at 19:56 answered Feb 15 '16 at 22:25

sumelic
31.3k 5 84 156

I think it's because old and middle English had a lot of cases and articles and so different word
endings. As the language simplified a lot of these were lost leaving the words with a single
simplified spelling but kept the original pronunciation.

Others were victims of the great vowel shift. So in Chaucer drought is pronounced something
like drock-eh-ta but gradually simplified to the current pronunciation while keeping the
original spelling.

edited Nov 12 '15 at 17:22 answered Jun 29 '11 at 3:25

mgb
21.2k 2 32 83

3  

 –  

No, in Middle English  was the essentially the consonant in Scottish , German , Yiddish . So it
was pronounced . "Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote The droghte of Marche hath perced to the roote,
And bathed every veyne in swich licour, Of which vertu engendred is the flour;"

gh loch Bach chutzpah
drokhte

Peter Shor May 24 '15 at 0:04

A comparison between English and German can at least give an idea why in English we have an
almost uniform spelling but different pronunciations.

lachen - to laugh

keuchen - to cough

durch - through

zäh, Bavarian zach - tough

doch - though/although

English spelling shows the origin of words with the silent letters gh. But the different vowels
before gh led to different pronunciations.

edited Feb 10 '16 at 2:50 answered Nov 12 '15 at 11:03

rogermue
11k 4 14 40

 by  protected tchrist ♦ Nov 12 '15 at 13:08

Thank you for your interest in this question. Because it has attracted low-quality or spam answers that had to be removed, posting an answer now requires 10 
on this site (the ).  

Would you like to answer one of these  instead?

reputation
association bonus does not count

unanswered questions
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https://english.stackexchange.com/users/77227/sumelic
https://english.stackexchange.com/posts/32026/revisions
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/6336/mgb
https://english.stackexchange.com/users/5754/peter-shor
https://english.stackexchange.com/posts/286633/revisions
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https://english.stackexchange.com/users/2085/tchrist
https://english.stackexchange.com/help/whats-reputation
https://english.stackexchange.com/help/privileges/new-user
https://english.stackexchange.com/unanswered?fromProtectedNotice=true


 

/ou/ 
bough 
plough 
drought 
Slough 

/u/ 
borough 
thorough 
thoroughly 
Scarborough

/oo/ 
through 
throughout 
see-through 
throughway

/oa/ 
dough 
though 
although 
doughnut 

/u/+/f/ 
rough 
tough 
enough 
slough 
roughen 
toughen 
roughage 

/o/+/f/ 
cough 
coughed 
coughing 
trough 

/or/ 
ought 
bought 
nought 
sought 
brought 
thought 
thoughtful 
wrought 
overwrought

/u/+/p/ 
hiccough 

Practise sounding out, saying and writing these words to gain automatic recognition. 
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/ou/ 
bough 
plough 
drought 
Slough 

/u/ 
borough 
thorough 
thoroughly 
Scarborough

/oo/ 
through 
throughout 
see-through 
throughway

/oa/ 
dough 
though 
although 
doughnut 

/u/+/f/ 
rough 
tough 
enough 
slough 
roughen 
toughen 
roughage 

/o/+/f/ 
cough 
coughed 
coughing 
trough 

/aw/ 
ought 
bought 
nought 
sought 
brought 
thought 
thoughtful 
wrought 
overwrought

/u/+/p/ 
hiccough 

Practise sounding out, saying and writing these words to gain automatic recognition. 
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ought 
bought 
brought 
thought 

 
 
 

fought 
sought 
wrought 
thoughtful 
thoughtless 
overwrought 
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caught 
taught 
naughty 
daughter 

 
 
 
 
 

fraught 
haughty 
haughtily 
naughtily 
distraught 
granddaughter 
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ought 
nought 
bought 
fought 
thought 
brought 

caught 
taught 
fraught 
naughty 
daughter
distraught
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socket 
bottleneck
chopsticks
wickerwork

 
 
 
 

steeplejack 
ramshackle
honeysuckle 
blockbuster 
weathercock 
mockingbird 
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school 
chaos 
chemist 
stomach 

 
 
 

scheme 
chorus 
orchestra 
mechanism 
technology 
chameleon
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quiche 
conquer 
mosquito 
etiquette 

 
 
 

bouquet 
marquetry 
masquerade 
croquette 
mannequin 
marquee 
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queue 
cheque 
unique 
plaque 

 
 
 

antique 
mosque 
oblique 
technique 
brusquely 
physique 

 Copyright 2007 Debbie Hepplewhite



quart 
quarter 
quarterly 
quarters 

 
 
 
 
 

quartz 
quartet 
quarter-hour 
quarterback 
quarterfinal 
quartermaster 

 Copyright 2007 Debbie Hepplewhite





Worksheet 2 - Spelling-to-Sound - Answer Key

Read the following words and sentences and choose the correct pronunciation for the 
letter that is underlined.

1. though

• aʊ
• u:
• ɒf
• əʊ [CORRECT]
• ʌf

2. train

• aɪ
• eə
• eɪ [CORRECT]
• ə
• ɪə

3. spies

• `i
• aɪ [CORRECT]
• e
• i:
• ɪə

4. prices

• ez
• s
• z
• ɪs
• ɪz [CORRECT]

5. cousin

• aʊ
• u:
• ɔ:
• əʊ
• ʌ [CORRECT]

6. admitted

• d
• ed
• t
• əd
• ɪd [CORRECT]

7. somebody

• u:
• ɒ
• əʊ
• ʊ
• ʌ [CORRECT]

8. silence

• e
• ə [CORRECT]
• ɜ:
• ɪ
• ɪə

9. accentuate

• Ks [CORRECT]
• k
• s
• tʃ

10. hurried

• aɪ
• e
• i [CORRECT]
• i:



• ʃ • ɪə

11. movement

• u: [CORRECT]
• ɒ
• əʊ
• ɜ:
• ʌ

12. butcher

• ju:
• u:
• ɜ:
• ʊ [CORRECT]
• ʌ

13. cut

• ju:
• jʊ
• jʊə
• u:
• ʌ [CORRECT]

14. standard

• æd
• ɑ:d
• ɔ:
• əd [CORRECT]
• ɪd

15. draughtsman

• u:
• ɑ: [CORRECT]
• ɔ:
• əʊ
• ʊə

16. maintenance

• aɪ
• eə
• eɪ [CORRECT]
• ɜ:
• ɪə

17. enough

• aʊ
• u:
• ɒf
• əʊ
• ʌf [CORRECT]

18. surgical

• ju:
• jʊ
• u:
• ɜ: [CORRECT]
• ʌ

19. soot

• u:
• ɔ:
• ɔɪ
• ʊ [CORRECT]
• ʌ

20. occasional

• s
• tʃ
• z
• ʃ
• ʒ [CORRECT]
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